The Secret Rapture And Other Plays
betrayed by the secret rapture - messianic message - 1 betrayed by the secret rapture by kimberly
rogers the reformation of the 16th century did more than split the catholic church. it resulted in the creation of
an insidious false doctrine that will cause the deaths of secret rapture – fact or fallacy - those believing in
the secret rapture also quote jesus in saying he will come as a thief in the night, meaning it will be secret.
jesus said in matthew 24:43-44 “but know this, that if the goodman of the house had known in what watch the
thief would come, he would have watched, the secret about the secret rapture - mentonechurch - the
secret rapture theory has been based on a system of theology known as dispensationalism, taught in many of
the bible schools that prepare ministers for the pulpits of the world. the order of events taught by this system
is: 1. the secret rapture (resurrection of the righteous, saints being caught up to heaven). the-secret-rapture
- one saint - will it be secret? the secret rapture doctrine contradicts the words of christ in matthew chapter
13 when he said that the wheat and tares would grow together until the "end of the world" and then would be
separated. according to the two-stage teaching of his coming, both groups would not grow together until the
end of the world. secret rapture? - jim mckinley - that the rapture will occur at the second coming, which
will be visible to earth-dwellers, and thus there is no need to postulate a secret coming of christ or a secret
rapture of the saints. the saints will rise to meet the lord in the air, and a secret rapture? prophecyviewpoint - a secret rapture? part ii will god’s people suffer persecution in the last days? compiled
by rachel cory-kuehl, 2015 scripture is from new king james version unless otherwise noted what is “the
rapture” ? the word describes how the saints will feel, as they are “caught up” to heaven - rapturous. the
secret rapture - lrhartley - comes it will be secret, one person will be snatched away in the rapture, while
the other person will be left to continue life on this earth in a ‘tribulation’ period. the amazing thing is that
neither matthew 24 nor luke 17 indicate that those who are left are engaged in any activity after the coming of
dispensationalism, the secret rapture, and scripture - dispensationalism, the secret rapture, and
scripture while returning from oregon a.few days ago, i listened to a radio sermon from an earnest
dispensationalist christian. he spoke of the soon-coming secret rap-ture of the saints seven years before the
end of the world and proceeded to elaborate on the experience of 144,000 jewish evangelists during
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